STATE OF HAWAII
HAWAII LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

In the Matter of

HAWAII GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
ASSOCIATION, AFSCME, LOCAL 152,
AFL-CIO,

Complainant,

and

HAWAII STATE PUBLIC LIBRARY
SYSTEM, State of Hawaii; VIRGINIA
LOWELL, State Librarian, Hawaii State Public
Library System, State of Hawaii; JOHN
PENEBACKER, Special Assistant to the State
Librarian, Hawaii State Public Library System,
State of Hawaii; and JOANN SCHINDLER,
Director of the Hawaii State Library, Hawaii
State Library, State of Hawaii,

Respondents.

CASE NOS.: CE-03-533a
CE-04-533b
CE-13-533c

ORDER NO. 2222
ORDER GRANTING COMPLAINANT'S
MOTION TO WITHDRAW PROHIBITED
PRACTICE COMPLAINT FILED ON
MAY 14, 2003

On October 24, 2003, Complainant filed a Motion to Withdraw Prohibited
Practice Complaint Filed on May 14, 2003 with the Hawaii Labor Relations Board (Board).
Complainant's counsel stated in a Declaration filed in support of the motion that the parties
entered into a Stipulated Agreement which was filed with the Board on October 20, 2003 and
which resolves all issues underlying the instant complaint.

Based on the foregoing, the Board hereby grants Complainant's motion to
withdraw the instant prohibited practice complaint.

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii,____October 30, 2003____
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